DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION: EARLY INTERVENTION, ACCELERATED COURSE MODELS & EMBEDDED SUPPORT (WEBINAR)

The rising cost of postsecondary remediation coupled with unsatisfactory student completion rates is a major issue at colleges today. In order to address this problem, colleges must commit to long-term, comprehensive solutions that will reduce the need for remediation and ensure that students who do not need remediation become college-ready as quickly as possible. In this webinar you will:

- Learn about Florida State College at Jacksonville's comprehensive developmental education implementation plan
- Explore specific strategies: implementing an Early Start/Bridge Program, designing compressed, modularized courses, and providing gateway courses with embedded support
- Discover how developmental education reform can be a collaborative leadership effort among academic and student affairs professionals
- Explore various developmental education reform strategies from both the literature and the field
- Discuss how to implement similar practices at your institution
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Light breakfast will be provided.

BOGO – Bring One, Get One
If you bring another faculty member who has not attended an FSC FED or workshop in the past two years, then both of you will receive a raffle ticket. Faculty who attend on their own for the first time in the past two years can also receive a raffle ticket. I will draw tickets at the end of the semester for a prize.